IMPACT REPORT 2018
A day in the life of a GP practice
GPTEAMNET

"Using the annual leave
function has really helped
with staff engagement
within GPTeamNet as it
means everyone has to get
used to using the system"
Practice Manager

HCA calls in sick. Practice
Manager (PM) logs their
absence in GPTeamNet and
searches for the contact
details of another HCA who
might be able to cover their
afternoon session

"The biggest change has
been staff attitude towards
how we manage appointment
demand - we CAN provide an
NAVIGATION
excellent service while still
supporting and looking after
PROGRAMME
ourselves"
Operations Manager
A patient coordinator takes

a call and is using their
Navigation training to
signpost a patient to the
most appropriate service

Inform workforce planning
and provision
Evidence demand and
pressures
Put BNSSG on the map

TELEPHONY

8:00
AM

9:00
AM

Practice Manager opens the
new GPIR to look at the
activity over the last two
weeks. This will inform the
next rota that is due to be
published on Monday

Arrive fortnightly

7:00
AM

GENERAL PRACTICE
INTELLIGENCE REPORTS
AAA screening service
phones to book session at
the practice. Operations
Manager uses GPTeamNet
room booking to check room
availability across sites

GPTEAMNET

Practice phone lines open Reception Manager logs on
to the Bistech wall board to
check staff are ready to take
calls

"It has revolutionised the
efficiency of my
communication with patients
and has prevented them from
getting mixed or unclear
messages about their
management"
GP

GP is processing test
results and sends a text
message to a patient
confirming their results
are normal

10:00
AM
GPTEAMNET

HCA carries out fridge
monitoring and checks and
logs results on GPTeamNet,
populating the associated
CQC KLOE

11:00
AM

12:00
PM

1:00
PM

PM receives a call from a LongTerm Conditions Nurse in
Swindon about a job at the
practice they have seen
advertised on the Health Jobs
BNSSG website

WORKFLOW
OPTIMISATION

MSK SERVICE

EMIS OPTIMISATION
IT Lead runs the One Care
coil claim search to submit
data to Public Health for
payment

2:00
PM

3:00
PM

TELEPHONY

4:00
PM
"There were some good quick
wins, in particular relating to
communicating with patients and
with each other within the team.
[It] was a confidence boost for
our reception staff that the role
they do is so important to the
effective running of the surgery"
Assistant Practice Manager

Practice Manager writes a
report on the key findings
of the latest intelligence
reports to present at
upcoming Patient
Participation Group

"Our management team
really like GPTN because
of the audit history. It's
easy to find information
and refer staff to - 'it's on
GPTeamNet!’"
Data Manager

RECRUITMENT MICROSITE

Receptionist books
a patient with a
sore neck into an
MSK appointment
using cross-org
booking

PM arranges for a
branch site to take the
main site's calls in two
weeks time while they
have a team meeting

TEXTING TEST
RESULTS TO
PATIENTS

Reception Lead
congratulates a
colleague for how
they handled a
distressed patient,
using the skills
they learnt at
Frontline Training

FRONTLINE
PROGRAMME

6:00
PM

Practice Nurse sees
4 patients in
improved access
appointments

IMPROVED
ACCESS

7:00
PM

8:00
PM

on the site since
launch in January 2018

Scanner logs in and starts
processing documents in
accordance with the new
workflow optimisation
processes they developed
following their recent training

PATIENT INFORMATION
VIDEO LIBRARY
Patient is given a new
inhaler. Nurse hands them
a card recommending
"Patients have said they
they watch a patient
have found it useful... it
information video on
saves clinicians time as
inhaler technique
they don't have to explain
over and over again"
GP

GENERAL DATA
PROTECTION
REGULATION
5:00
PM

300 jobs
posted

Medical secretary receives a a
non-standard request from an
insurance company requesting
a copy of patient records.
Opens the GDPR topic page to
check how other practices
process this request

GENERAL PRACTICE
INTELLIGENCE REPORTS
Discussion at the partner meeting
about the Advanced Nurse
Practitioner who has recently
announced their retirement.
Partners agree to review activity
in their GPIR to understand more
about what capability they need
to fill the resource gap

